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THE

·-INSIDE
OUT
_World News For

Collegians
. By Dan Stelble, Ir,

UNITED STATES
. Labor
We hope that a report current at
this writing proves to be true. It is
to the effect that plans have been
completed to continue CWA beyond
the Spring and until such time as
industry can absorb the workers now
employed on CWA projects. And if
true, the President is being wise to
approve this action, for he would
lose many supporters should this
large number of workers again find
themselves unable to support their
families.
The Press
The newspaper code has finally
been signed by the President, but
not to the entire satisfaction of the
"fourth estate", according to statements made by leading newspaper·men. The President stated, "The
freedom guaranteed by the Consti·
tution is freedom of expression, and
that will be scrupulously· respected
-but it is not freedom to work chil·
dren, or do business in a firetrap, or
violate the laws against obscenity,
libel and lewdness." Newspapermen
claim that this statement implies
that such conditions exist, which
they virogously deny. The code itself appears satisfactory.
Air Mall
Misfortune continues to dog the
steps of the Army in its efforts to
handle the air mail, and the number of deaths resulting from accidents.
continues to rise. An effort is be·
ing made to discover average costs
of handling the air mail from figures
supplied by the Army, and these
costs are to be used when the bid·
ding for contracts is again opened
to private companies. But what is
the use of bidding if the costs, and
therefore the charges, are going to
be fixed?
...
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DEBATE TEAM CLAIMS
GOOD RECORD SOFAR

p

---

By winning a debate from St.
John's College, Toledo, Friday night,
the Xavier debaters established the
best record they have had for three
years. so· far they have won four
and lost two. ·
Xavier claims victories over the
University of Detroit, Michigan State
University, and St. John's. They de~
feated the latter school twice. John
Carrol of Cleveland and the University of Dayton are the schools that
won from Xavier.
·
Father Manning, coach. of the Debating team, said he is very pleased
with this year's showing.
·
Father Manning, Debating coach,
announced that Creighton University, St. Louis University, and the
University of West Virginia have notified him that they will send teams
to meet the Xavier debaters. No
definite dates have been set for these
meetings but they will take place in
the near future.

New PolicyOfEditing
Paper For 'News'
Each Different Editor Will
Take Turn At Supervising
Pushing ahead its program for a
greater NEWS, the Editor-in-Chief
of the NEWS has announced that
wi~hin a few weeks .each ind~vidual
~d1tor on. t~e staff w1l.l .take his turn
m supervismg, and editmg, the complete Xaverian News.
This procedure, it is ·thought, will
add to the experience of the individual editors who have been confined
to their specific tasks in compiling
the news.
Besides the above innovation for
the Xaverian News, Room No. 52 in
the Biology Building, used as NEWS'
headquarters, has been refurnished
so that greater. efficiency in. producing a better NEWS for Xavier
may be brought about. ·
Robert Helmick, Business Manager, and Edward Vonderhaar, '29,
Alumni Secretary, have completed
arranging a fl.ling system for pietures to be used by the NEWS.

CJ ·

"The Maclonn~ In Art" To
B~ Title; Wlll Be Given
In Enquirer\ Auditorium
'
"The Madonna In 'Art" will be giv·
en its premier tonight by the Dante
Club, when it presents the first in a
series of spring lectures in the Enquirer auditorium. ,. This also marks
the first appearance of the year for
the Dante Club in the Public Library
Series.
The presentation will be offered in
the form of some eighty-five slides,
all full color, being".shown simultaneously with a "running" discourse of
comment and explanation delivered
by the Dante Club's three interlocutors, Edward Doering, Raymond McCoy, and John Brink.
Included in these pictures will be
replicas of the greatest masterpieces
in the history of art-those of Angelo, Raphael, DaVinci, Botticelli and
others, all to be fuUy explained by
the three lecturers.
The Dante Club has gone to considerable expense in order to procure this set of remarkable photos
and have been imported from Paris
to augment the presentation of this
topic.
i
The lecture is op'en to the public
and will begin at eight-fifteen. Students and friends of Xavier are invited to attend the :lecture.
.
_.

I

BOOKLOVERS MEET;
BENEFIT CARD PARTY
WILL BE HELD SOON
The regular meeting for the
month of Merch.pf. the Xav_ier _
University Booklovers' Association will be held on Wednesday
afternoon, March 7, at 3 p. m., in
the lobby of the Biology Building on the campus. Members and
friends are cordially invited to
attend.
On Friday afternoon, March
16, at 3 p. m., there will be a
card party given for the benefit
of the Xavier University Library
at the home of Mrs. Grace A.
Rush, at her residence on 3574
Burch Avenue.

EDITOR s uMMo NED
TO COUNCIL MEETING

President Views.
0. R
I s
ll
epea
et
Forth In Art1·c1e

This afternoon at 2: 15, The Editorin-Chief of the NEWS will appear
before the much-attacked Student
Council to give an account of the
verbal tirades he has directed
against them in the last few issues of
Father H. F. Sloctemeyer's
the NEWS.
After a period of inactivity lastArticle Published, In R.
ing about two months, the Student
Council was upbraided by the NEWS
E. A. Quarterly Magazine
because of its inactivity. Kenny Jordan, head of the Council in a letter
to the Editor, defended the Council,
The views of President Hugo F ..
saying that in a private school the Sloctemyer, S. J., of Xavier UniverStudent Council is noted for its lack sity on what steps educators should
of power. The Editor, he wrote, take now that the 18th amendment
seemed to be aware that the meas- has been repealed, are set forth in a
ures the Student Council pass on are article appearing in the current
merely suggestive to the faculty and quarterly issue of "Religious Educaconvey very little force.
tion," published by the R. E. A.
Fr. Sloctemyer states that "EduWhat will happen when the Editor-in-Chief makes a stand in de- cators, if they are true to their callfense of his criticism, The NEWS ing, will have the-same duty after
does no~ know. Perhaps an agree- repeal as was incumbent upon them
ment will be reache~ between the : both during and before the dreary
NEWS a1~d the. Council; and perhaps'. days of Prohibition. They will, if
the meetmg ~~ll se~ve only to pro- they are real educators, insist upon
voke other critical discourses on that the training not only of the mind of
body.
youth, but also of the heart and soul
as well. The will must be cultivated as well as the intellect. Hence it
seems perfectly clear that students
will have to be taught and thoroughly drilled in the control of their actions, prompted by a strong will and
guided by an enlightened intellect.
This will lead to the practice of the
virtue of temperance, which is the
only solution to the problem of
drink. T;1is temperance," comments
"Class Numismatics" And Fr. Sloctemyer, "must be voluntary
and persevering; It must be prompt"Apothesis Of Roman ed by strong motives and it must be
based upon the conviction that in
Em1>ire" .Will Be Subject living temperately man is guided by
his highest spiritual faculty, his inFather Robert Manning, S. J., pro- tellect."
The R. E. A. is a non-sectarian
fessor of classical languages, is to
speak before the Cincinnati Numis- group which fosters the teaching of
matic Society, Tuesday, March 13, at religion as a necessary factor in edthe Netherland Plaza, on "Classical ucational training.
Other well known figures whose
Numismatics," and "The Apothesis
views are contained in the symposof The Roman Empire."
..The_s_tudy of old coins is a hobby ium are Ray Lyman Wilbur, Presiof Professor Manning, in which he dent of Stanford University; and forhas a keen interest. Many of his in- mer Secretary of the Interior, Irving
vestigatfons have taken him back in- Fisher, Professor of Political Econto the early stages of" the Roman omy, Yale University, and Norman
Thomas, Executive Director, League
Empire.
·
Besides lecturing before the stu- for Industrial Democracy, and Sodent body on old and rare coins, cialist Candidate for President in
Father Manning has also given nu- 1928 and 1932.
merous lectures in Detroit and St.
Louis.
In the near future Professor Manning will write a number of articles
for the NEWS, dealing with his hobby, numismatics,

Father Manning
To Speak Before
Numismatists

FRANCE
Judge Albert Prince of the, Court
of Appeals, who was an important
witness soon to appear in the Sta·
visky trial, was found murdered last
Wednesday. Police are investigat·.
ing the possibility that Stavisky may
· have been an international spy in
the pay of the German Nazis. This
·
will be hard to prove.
The romantic French Foreign Le-.
'
gion is battling with the equally romantic Berber rebels, last of the
white barbarians. The French lost
five men in the opening skirmishes All Parts Not-Yet Assigned;
Richard Kearney 'Appointed
fought in the Bani Mountain regions
No Definite Date Set Yet
of storm-swept · desert and almost
As -Associate Editor
The drive
impenetrable forest.
against these wild tribesmen is beFinal assignment of parts for the
The ''Musketeer", Xavier Univercoming an annual affair.
forthcoming production of the
sity's year book is destined to appear
France has been accused during Masque Society, "First Night," a
between May 19 and June 1 as was
the past week by Chancellor Hitler three-act play, will be made within
By Charles Blase
ceived seven years ago. Mr. Henke· stated by Mr. Jack Linfert at a
of wilfully attempting to prolong the the coming week.
teaches the theoretical part of Phar- meeting of his staff, last Wednesday.
On
the
evening
of
Monday,
March
'-world disarmanent crisis. However,
Most of the roles remaining to be
macy together with the standards of He also announced the appointment
until the diSarmament machinery filled are minor ones but must be 5, the student body is invited to at- the Phamacopoeia. Aside from this of Mr. Richard Kearney who is to
stalled recently, the French have filled before earnest practice is' start- tend the first in a series of lectures work, he has for several years held assist him in the official capacity of
appeared willing to do their part, ed. The leading roles are not defin- sponsored by the Xavier Cremistry the distinctive position of a commer- Associate Editor.
and it Is reasonable· to suppose that, ite but the entire dramatic role will Club. The club members, students cial "advisor". In other words Mr.
Novel attractions for this annual
and their guests will gather in the
if not angered or insulted, they will be announced next week.
Biology Lecture Room. As was an- Henke is an advisor to large manu- were also discussed and decided
again fall into line soon.
Intense interest is being shown in
facturers with respect to the chem- upon. The foremost of which was
the contemplated work of the
ical processes involved in their mass their intention of placing throughout
AUSTRIA
production.
the book numerous etchings of promChancellor Dollfuss and his Heim- Masquers since the society has not
attempted
a
three-act
play
for
the
Mr. Henke's topic, next Monday inent an~ well loved city landma".ks.
wehr aids moved actively this week
last
five
years.
will
be
-"Notable
Discov,
T~es~ w1~! be done by outstandmg
evening,
to establish new controls over the
The date for the play has not been
eries and the Pharmacist". Many in· Cmcmnah etchers.
workers defeated in the civil war.
Mr. Robert Ryan, busii;ess ~an
'teresting facts about drugstores will
Following the example of Hitler, the definitely set as the society wishes to
be . explained. What the colored ager of the, Annual, pred1~ted it . to
Chancellor·, has taken over the So- avoid any possible conflict with
other
events.·
However
it
has
been
globes
in
the
druggist's
window
rep·
b.e
a financial su~ces~. This pred1ccialist newspaper, supposedly "in
that the play will be given
resent, what methods pharmacists t10n was made m v,1ew of the ads
the interest of the workers." While decided
in
the
last
week
of
April.
·
use in composing prescriptions, what that have been obtamed to date.
rumors increased, troops of the
The auditorium has not been segoes on in the druggist's laboratory
The business staff has been aperHeimwehr have been moving about
lected
as
yet
but.
several
are
being
-all
such details of symbols and ating since the beginning of Decemall over Austria, while the real purdrugstore characteristics will be ex- her, last year.
pose · of ·this activity remains un- considered. .Places under conslder7
The entire staff has not as yet been
plained. Considering the chemical
known. The most persistent rumor ation could not be obtained.
constituents, Mr. Henke will discuss selected, however developments are
has it that. they are preparing to
the more common .drugs and medi· rapidly occurring and will be· anmarch on Vienna, as the Fascists of
cines of today. Jfhe explanations of nounced in the future editions of the
Mussolini did on Rome. The.Aus- "13 MUSKETEERS"
many recent discoveries in regard to NEWS.
. trlan Nazis have held to their si- SUPPORT RAFFLE FOR
medicines shpuld prove interesting.
lence, hoping patiently to have the
Government· fall into their hands BENEFIT OF MISSIONS
Mr. Henke, besides being a very ex·
()barles:F•. Benke, ·1r."
because of their propaganda. They
perienced and capable lecturer, ex- BENEFIT CARD PARTY
wish to .come . into power by the
The Thirteen· Musketeers, social nounced ·in· ·the last issue of the cells in chemistry pertaining to med- AT THE FENWICK CLUB
.. 1 , most quiet
and . legal -means, and club comprised principally of upper- NEWS; all students are invited to icine, and, a very convincing and
·thus lessen foreign disfavor,. which classmen, have informed Rev. Fred- attend this series of talks and they forceful talk may be anticipated by FOR PATNA MISSIONS
· .. ·.they fear _ would come to some de- erick We!fle, S. J.; that they have may also bring a. guest from the out- the students. _.
·
·
- The Chemistry Club extends a
"_ gree.
pledged their stau!Jch support in his side.
A card party for the benefit of the
The first speaker in this series will hearty welcome to all students re- stric~en Jesuit Missions in Patna,
·RUSSIA
raffle for the foreign missions.
be
the
nationally
famous
.Charles
F.
gardless
of
their
class
or
course.
A
·
Each member, according to Pres!~
will be giv,l!n at the Fenwick Club,
· .. The, Russians· put over a fast one dent Joseph Nolan, will sell three Henke,· Jr., Associate Professor . of knowledge of chemistry will not be Thursday, March 8, at 8:30 P. M., by
· last week by making three Commun· books each.
Pharmacy at one of . the largest required to enjoy this· lecture. It Mrs. Foster, mother of Fr. Foster,
ists,.who were·in jail In Germany as
Members now enrolled include Pharmaceutical Schools In this part will be instructive as well as enter- mission province.
"dangerous. Communists," citizens of Harry Konen, Louis Riesbeck, Rob- of the country. Mr._Henke graduat· talning.
Valuable door and table prizes will
.Soviet-Russia ·and ·then asked for ert,Helmick, James Moriarty, Eugene ed from the Cincinnati College of
From now on these lectl!res will be given away. Donations are $.50 .a
, ." - _their .release; "a.· novel: method, the Ryan, Ha_rold Link, Joseph Link,"Ro- ·Pharmacy.In 1925 and since that.time probably take place about every two person and tickets can be bought
- res~t- of which Is not yet known. . land Moores, Richard Moores, Leon- has performed noble•work In the re· weeks .. - Many more interesting from Mrs. McGrath. All friends of ·
Russia ha&'&igned a new commer· .aid .:.Gartner, . Richard. Kearney; .search laboratories, .beside& his ·du· speakers have been engaged for this ·xavier are cordially invited. and are
'".(Continii¥. oii; P~~ '4> '.
'f.hom~~9art111~d, alJd Joseph Nolan. ties of professorship ·which· he re• . series Including members of the cliib.' 'asked to bring· their__friends. ·

Work On 'First Night'
To Begin Soon

Charles F. Henke, Jr., To Present
First Lecture For Chemistry Club

·

N0.19

Annual Will Be Out
Late In May
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Junior Class Anxious
For Class Rings
Committee Reports That Pins
And Rings Will Be Out Soon
The Junior Classmen have been
awaiting the appearance of their
rings since the mid-year. The Ju°ilor Class Ring Committee reports
that one-half of the class rings will
be distributed on Friday, March 2,
and the remainder on Wednesday
evening, March 7 because of a mishap in striking dyes for the ring.
According to the ring committee
hey are endeavoring to produce ·a
high class piece of work so this will
explain the long time taken for completion. The committee also stated
that it hopes to see the appearance of
the remainder of the rings within a
short time after March 2.
FIRST FRIDAY !\JASS
Students are reminded that tomor·
row, First Friday, is general com·
munion day for the entire student
body. Mass will be at 8:00 a. m.
Holy Communion will be distribut·
ed during this Mass,

you want to use the social science
term for the word: Transients.
All Off
This story· begins in· a medium sized Ohio city, north· of Cincinnati.
We had ridden into that town on
the fastest freight train the railroad
could afford at the time. While we
were sitting in the car waiting for
the train to pull out again, someone
pushed a flashlight in the car and
told us to get out. Of course we did
because we· didn't care to argue; especially with a railroad detective
who carries a revolver in a holster
swung over his shoulder. After the
preliminary "frisking," and then the
usual questioning, we were told to
get off of the railroad's property.
We walked up the tracks· to the
Main Street and decided to see what
the night life of the town had to offer us while dressed in blue coveralls with a red bandana around· our
neck and. a dirty hat on our head.
The Key To The City
We had walked just five minutes
when one of the City's four policemen stopped us and perfunctorily
began to question us-right in the
middle of the pavement and in front
of the town's best theatres-on our
right to see their City's night life.
Of course we had no other reason
than that we were curious.· This
cui'iosity of ours answer wasn't convincing, at least to the man dressed
in blue, and he told us that cats were
killed by_ curiosity and transients
;e~~;t~~~~:~\~i! for it. Therefore,

the other end of the yards at. the
time it pulled 'out. He wasn't telllng
us, he said: . merely reminding us.
·we don't. say that we are wise but
what the quarter-part of the safety
department of that city told us was
sufficient. For just as the basso toned bell in the city hall tower sadly
boomed out the. last stroke of ·midnight we in the midst of swirls of
steam were throwing ourselves
aboard the "blinds" of a. northbound

given).

HAMP
. . . and his world
famous· orchestra. ... . under direr·tion ot

CARL ·GRAYSON
Europe ·s Song

·Plus
*
*

I

*

*

AT HAMILTON SHOW

Railroadiana
--Out of the 1,500 who attend Xavier
Joseph Link, Jr., Junior, who can
we read last week's front page ed- been seen at the WFBE and WKRC
itorial and investigated-and the studios in Cincinnati during his
1,500 others who read the NEWS, spare time will appear at the Paraonly one person has asked us to mount Theatre; in Hamilton, Ohio,
write something about railroads. So Easter Sunday.
that one person, Emmet McGovem
Mr. Link is to be the featured oris the name, is excuse enough to ganist and is presenting an appropristart us. We can't promise you that ate Easter Program on the three-/
we'll give you the latest information manual Wurlitr.er. Recitals and oron what railroad is paying divi- ganlogues with screen-songs have
dends but we can promise you a lot been included. Joe Link invites ev-/
of true stories about hoboes, or if [ eryone to Hamilfon Easter Sunday.

was

J.OHNNY

r.:·:;;~:.:. .1
=

naces lit up the immediate surround~
ings, -I saw that I
going to have
someone · to. talk to, . rather yell at
since it is very noisy behind. a pas.:
senger locomotive; as the hand that
held me tight belonged to ·another
brother of the road, who, as I later:
learned, had also been advised that
a mail train left a certain city at
midnight.
(Next week: A New Old Curios~,
ity ·shop.)

Beo·inning THURSDAY, MARCH I

All Aboard!
Now many of you have been in
difficult predicaments before so you
can realize the kind we were in. The
railroad didn't want· us and neither
did the city. What were we to do?
The patrolman untangled the situa-·
tion-no we didn't go to jail-by
telling us that he thought he remembered
,seeing quite a few, of our
By John Smith
5_:
bt·ethren taking a mail train out from
the city's Union Station every night. ·
5i111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F. He
also remembered that the rail(Editors Notes: For tlwse named road detective was always down at
Thomas and who doubt, proof of the
above incident as it happened to columnist Jolin Smith will be readily JUNIOR PLAYS ORGAN

§

mall train. A Five Day Stay?
But even.here our surprises didn't
end for as we groped..in the dark of
the swaying tender, a heavy. hand
clinched our.arm and held us tight.
We had visions of a five day stay behind cold, cold steel at the expense
of , the- railroad on which we . were
riding. As we sped past the . coke
furnaces outside of the city limits;
and the brilliant pink of the fur-
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ALL-S'(AR REVUE
GEORGE TAPPS. 'the Gerabwtn of tap dancers.''

JANE VANCE, , fresh from. New Y'ork'a smart
Embassy Club. In melody moods.
USBETH-AND STROTHERS. maalera of danclnq.
featured receiilly at Ciro'• In London. ·
McDONALD AND ROSS. the lnizauable dance
team.

PAVlLLON CAPRICE
NETH:ERLAND PLAZA

l'Or lbt •mwemem·p o/ Pavii1011 Ct1/Jr1'e GNests, the 1t11ma1emem h.u "'rr.mgeu /01 i1o1rlm1s
/ae1/it1t!~ i•1 thtt 1100 car. p/eclr1t Careu Tower ,GaraJl~. .111pecial ~ate ol 'iOr. frrm1 9 11ntil 2.

Clncbmall'o lfewHl and FlnHI Hotel-W O. BEELBl!.CH. M1T,
Dlreclod _by National Hotel Maaavomoal Co. h.c-RALPll lllTZ. Proi.
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0
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notes. Any slip up heard regarding
this song by the reader (s) of Mr. Are You Drawn
Why.Not Let Her Lead You Moe? Schott
s twin col'um" can do said
Mr. Schott a good deed by reporting
Lovelorn Advice Column Desired same. Thank you.
Into Dates By
Last week Jools Fern was given
led to think that Louise had been (gratis) a booklet on how to make A1nbitious Girls?
By 'Otto B. Schott
home (to Kearney) at one time: We Fizzes, Flips, Fmppes, etc. While
1

This is "fresh" from the dorm. It
so came to pass thafa certain Freshman was going out on a date with a
Phair Phebe from nearby. Lilliput
Moseman didn't have anything to do
that night, except study, and so he
wanted to be taken along-providing
the Freshman would get him. (Mose. man) ·a Nice Nell too. The Freshman disappeared into the pencil
decorated· telephone booth and in a
· few minutes came out smiling. Robsy
Wobsy Moseman was "fixed up."
In fact he'got more than was coming to him for the obliging Freshman
·had got him a date twice Lilliput
Moseman's size.
And Moseman
' wouldn't even dance with her!
Mine Herr Kearney desired the
publication of the following in the
"personal col'um" until he found that
the Business Manager, who gives
nothing for nothing would charge
him twenty cents per line.
Louise: come home! All is forg.iven.
Dick.
From the gist of this, one would be

================ANONYMOUS LETTERS
The NEWS will positively' not
publish any anonymous letters
sent In for publication under the
CHEERING SECTION.
Last week's exception to the
rule was the first and last.

.THE
CHEERING
SECTION

have it from reliable sources however that home to Louise begins
with Arnold, Class of '32.
.
. ,
~earner, des~res the editor to ap~
pomt an Advice To The L?velorn
co.lum':' and so Otto h9;s o~liged and
w11l give ·all sue~ adv1.ce m the future. Do not wmt until too late, as
Kearney did, but let Otto solve your
problems.

44
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Itsab~utas

· goodasa
tobacco pouch
"THIS Granger package is what
I call good common sense. It's
.just about as good as a tobacco
pouch.
"Here's what I mean-it keeps
the tobacco right, and you can
fold it up smaller after every pipe.
That makes it handy to carry.
"And I want to put in a word
for the tobacco while I'm at it.
·Granger keeps a pipe dean as a
whistle, and man, it is cool.

E:drlll Extrlll Pl111cr! Yes Sir
. Wlmt Flnvor Tlais 1tlor11i11g?

Burbank was not the greatest
botanical breeder. Columbus, our
histories tell us, crossed the ocean
with three small ships.-The Wooster~ :Vo.Ice.

a

reading it over, beginning at the
front and going back (a. sign of high Hst Of Passable Alibis
intelligence), Jools noticed t~at on
page four the reader was advised to
Offered By Wittenberg
"Use plenty of clear ice cubes, etc.,
etc." The young man, his Contil\'len Wi11 Be An Asset
nental spirit of aesthetics for occaWooste1• Stmlents Ap11ly
sional imbibing frothing over with
h'
1 ,.
·
Logic To College Life
Springfield, Ohio.-From an article
~~~!:''. ~vrote t e fo lo\\ mg piece of in The Wittenberg Torch, one might
-Jc.
be led to draw the conclusion that
1
the male students of Wittenberg
"The older you get the more cents
--·-J
{~~cU' 01•~~1\!~r~!l ~~'~ ~~~t~,·n !.lw ~ook,
College, Springfield, Ohio, are so at- you have" is the conclusion of a surFeeling as happy as a student after
t st111111Jh!d on n grn\'c mlstnlrn
1 1
11
11
tractive
to
the
opposite
sex
that
they
vey
of 80 students at The College of
his last class on Friday, we took a
;~:: ~ 11 ~~ ~ ~~.!~~1~1 '~c~to~!J'~·inc~il~ ?::
have tO beat off the women with Wooster, Wooster, Ohio.·
double turn in the reVolving door of
l!l the line which bronks Ill.'' ll<'nrt.
clubs.
A .reporter on The Wooster Voice,
a downtown hotel and slid into the
~.~~~~c~/~J,;r111\~ 1 ~~1~f~~rtt1~7!; n~1r'·\~~:"
So popular is a man with the girls official stud.ent publication, found
lobby. And we!'e we perplexed,
'l'crmml by them, rn1 yplcllll,\' Amcrlcnn
confused, embarrassed bewildered
Now in JJ01ulon, thnt'H hnrlrnrlnn:
there that The Torch compiled a list that the Sen10r boys carry on. an av~
of available tried and true alibis era_ge of 84 1-2 cents. Jumors 81,
ra~tled, oyer~helmed~and othe;
fi~~~!111l?:i 1 ~ 0 ~1~l:1\~ ~ 0:;1~;~~.0 \~{~tcli.
smt'.'ble a,dJectives-by what we saw.
But comma says Otto: Care we a which he may use at any and all Sophomore 69, Freshmen 67.
. Right 1!1 f~ont of. us was Ferd hoot what these Londo11ers think times to protect himself from the , Senior girls carry on an average
(I had my picture m th<; paper) , . , or .say?
wiles of femmes who would ensnare of 39 cents, Juniors, 38, Sophomores
Clemen, Oreste Barone, J11n ·(Polo
him.
8, and Freshmen 2 1-2.
Kink) Byrnes and a member of the
Here is a general idea as to what
One girl, when asked how much
You just can't stop James A. DotNEWS staff twicking chins with sey, originator of the art of unfin- some of the excuses are like.
she had, thoughtfully replied, "Do
Fritz and lier sister Kate, the dates ished NEWS copy. In the Blue Book
you
want some? 11
For getting out of taking "her" to
of the Newsman and Barone, The the name Dorsey is printed D' Arey,
a dance there is that old standby
rascals!
but we'll let that pass and go cin to that one has no tux. This of course
A punctuality machine that flashsomething better!
·
is openly admitting that one does es a cheerful "welcome" to prompt
We always thought the name of
Whisperings and whatnots have it not get around.
students and a sarcastic "late again"
the song was, "I'm going back to that James A. Dorsey-only intiIf one is good at acting-folding to those who are tardy, has been inTool-i-ac-a-too, Hawaii." But we mates call him Jim-has his busy the hands over the heart assuming vented by a professor at the Uniwere wrong for we find that the and discerning eye on a new flower
name is simply "My Grass Shack." from a western so-burp of this fair a fai: away look . in the' eyes, and versity of ~ritish Columbia.-The
And it is this appellated (well! well!) city (wherein there is only an occa- formmg a sad smile on the lips-he Oberlm Review.
Grass Shack that has us on edge: sional tampering with ballot boxes.) may ring in that old alibi of the girl
rr~====~===~==~~;\
like a student waiting for the exam She's keen, keen, keen: so states Mr. he left back home.
And of course there is dear old
questions to be passed out. After Dorsey, one of the few remaining
learning the name of the song one Ohioans who haven't, as yet, been grandma. She is always good for at I
least one attack of something or oth-1
cold, . cold Saturday night (Inner made Kentucky Colonels.
If You Want Something Really
voice: be truthful it was early SunYes, Mr. Dorsey, Jeon may be er during a semester, necessitating
day morning) we've been waiting keen, keen, etc., but you can't get a hasty departure for her bedside.
Size gives excellent grounds for
Good And Good For You, Eat
for the singer(s) of that song to.be- away from the fact that she's only
default. She may tower above you,
come tongue-tied in singing this sixteen (16).
homely Hawaiian piece of pathos. So
CRASH: B. G. T. P. (Before go- or you may tower so far abqve her F R E N C D·B A U E ft
far we have been sadly disappointed. ing to press) it is being said that that you would look awkward toICE CREAM
Why even the zazzafone artist gets Dick Reichle is the perambulator gether.
Then there are the two excuses
in the correct number of eighth grabber.

Beware Of The Radio
Dear Editor:
All around the campus, and even
throughout the nation, is heard such
remarkable statements as: "Wanna
buy a duck?" "Is zat so!" These
thoughtful quotations compose the
supposed intelligentia of today. Students, instead of perusing a volume
of Shakespeare and quoting this
· master of literature, will incessantly
choose to quote some radio entertainer.
And so the great college question:
"Is radio good for education or not?
If it is, then where is the education?"
Undoubt~dl/ the radio is a hindrance to the college student. He
often gives up hours of his time to
hear some "keen" radio program,
hours that should be spent in car...:ful study of his texts, or in sleeping
-preferably the latter. All that is
heard .around the campus is, "Did
you .hear Johnny Johnson, Ben Bernie, Ed Wynn, Joe Penner or Fred
Waring last evening?"
What shbuld be heard, out of justice to the American Educational D~
partm,ent, is "Did you read Macaulay's History of England, or Tennyson's Idylls of the King?" But·no,
radio programs are much more appealing.
American college students must .
have their jazz , and wise-cracks,
while education flounders and nonsense reigns supreme. Too bad-too
bad!
Leonai'd Gartner.

New Concord,' Ohio.-Some
morning, or night, when you run
out of the house at the cries of
extra! extra! paper!, and you
call "bring me a paper boy,"
don't .be surprised if the newsie
answers "what ' flavor do you
want?"
If one' were to judge by a re.cent issue of The Black and
. Magenta of. Muskingum !'.:!allege,
:this might come to pass.
The edition to which.reference
is made was called the Raspberry Issue-and It was raspberry
not only in name but also In col'or and in its contents.
Reading through· some of the
·front page stuff, one stopped
and rubbed his eyes, pinched
himself, etc., to make sure his
eyes were not deceiving him ..

that go hand in hand.
They are
training and busy.
Training, whether for football or
for Tiddledy-winks, can't be broken,
and that's that. Besides it gives the
impression that one really amounts
to something.
One can always be busy. Any
number of variations of this alibi can
be manufactured at moment's notice, and therefore one need never
be ensnared by the ·fair sex. If he
does, its his own fault.

a sensible pa,/Uige
10 'ents

''I want to say Granger
is j11St abo11t the best
tobacco I ever smoked."

ranger Rough Cut
the pipe tobacco that's MlLD
the pipe tobacco that's· COOL
_;_fillts seem lo lilte it
~ @ 19341 LtGGltT le MYDI TOBACCO

Co.

··

..
,,,
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Musketeers Beat Cubs Win·ln Day Leagµe Fig~~;,~
I SPORTS ·IN SHORT I w
esleyan 29-28; .
C~bs
~hainpionship

Captain-Jerry· Bressler's
won the basketball
of the '
Day League wheri- they defeated the Red Sox, 11-l\J, in the finals. at.the
Fieldhouse Tuesday. Th.e Cubs earne~ the .right to meet the winners of
)
the Dorm League to decide the champ10nsl11p of. the· school.
Next Tuesday night the !Uusketeer basketball team will play the
The Red Sox almost grabb.ed the
Alumni quintet in the Fieldhouse. Many former Xavier stars will take
the floor against Coach Clem Crowe's 1934 Ohio champions. Among others Score Doesn't Tell Story game from the Cubs as their second Jlesh of snakes, and is just as tasty : ·
half rally fell only one point short of as frog legs. Oliver also said that at
in the Alumni lineup
be Captain George Sterman, Bobby Sack, Dan
Koeppe and Monahan the present time snake meat is being
Corbett, Chippy Cain, Frank Mercurio, Dick Bray, Tom Daugherty, and - As Xavier Outclasses victory.
·great for the Cubs ·while canned by factories in Florida. ,
played
Eddie Burns. The Old Grads have a formidable squad and may give the
Bishops In. ,Great Game Hausman, with 6 points, was the best. Oliver not only collects and studies
l\Iusketeers all they can handle, The last time the Alumni met the Blue
basketeer for the losers. The. Cubs the serpents as a hobby, but also ·.inand White, in 1932, the score was 25-23 in favor of Xavier. And, by the
had a big lead at th.e half, 7-1, hold- tends to make this his vocation.
way, there will be no charge for admission. It's a free gate, so come and
Flashing ·their best form of the ing
the· Sox to only a foul toss. Paul
bring the whole family.
year, Xavier's basketball Musketeers Barrett's team came to life in the
annexed a 29-28 decision over Ohio second half and took the lead; 10-9,
~·g
We advise the bowling fans at Xavier to make plans to see Joe Miller, Wesleyan, winners of the Buckeye after a few minutes' play, but Capi:::o i:::o
o
of Buffalo, (N. Y.), recognized as the match' game champion of t~e wor~d, Conference championship, last Sat- tain Jerry Bressler placed his five
- ·
who will give exhibitions in Cincinnati from March 5 to 11. Miller will urday· night in the Fieldhouse. ·By
again in the·1ead by calmly sinking
roll against the best of the local pin knights at all the important bow~ing winning,· Xavier took the mythical two
foul shots. It was a rough-andcenters. This will be an unusual treat for all followers of the past-hme championship of the state as Wes- tumbJe · tnt 'from then to the end of {
~.
·
·
and a chance to see big league bowling.
leyan was acknowledged. to be the the game with both quintets making .I.
• • • • *
best team in Ohio until they met the a desperate attempt to get the ball.
,..,__
If the weather permits, spring football practice will get under way Musketeers.
Sterling silver basketballs will be
Last Minute Rally
awarded to the winners of the Dormabout the middle of !\larch. The drills this year may not last as long as
It was officially .announced, last
Day
League
Championship
battle.
A
those last year but that depends on the way the grldders hop to it. The
Xavier was far more superior over
Tuesday, by Mr. W. Young that the
big problem, of course, will be to replace the tackle posts left vacant by their opponents than the score in- word of praise is deserved by Kenny
Wiethe and Willging. Coach ·Joe Meyer intends to try Phil Bucklew at dicates. The Musketeers jumped off Jordan for the· fine way he has con- tournament which had been planned
· by the Chess Club but a few weeks
one tackle and is going to place Tony Schmeig at· end. The backfield to an early. lead by deliberate and ducted the intramurals.·
ago was now in progress.
will be strong enough if Joe can discover another good quarterback to clever play and left the floor at the
aid Leo Sack. There are good men coming up from the freshman team half with. a 19• 14 ~ead .. The Bishops
The tournament is open only to
Waiter!
Waiter
I
Two
Beers
but they. are unknown quantities until they play in the first game next ~ 11 , were guarded too closely and didn't
the members of the organization~
An.d ,A Can Of Snake Flesh The members, ten it\'number, are·to
• * * "' *
fl"
have enough time to shoot accurateGraf Moeller captain of the tennis team, has arranged a "big time" Jy, baffled 'by the speedy game ex:·
play an eighteen game schedule.·
schedule for his ;quad in keeping with Xavier's athletic policy of playing hibited by the Musketeers. Near
Oxford, Ohio.-The Miami Stuonly the best teams. Most of the meets arc with Southern Conference the end of the game Wesleyan came dent, semi-weekly newspaper pub.- Each member is to play each of the ·
other
members twice. The fee is
opponents and announcement of the schedule will be made as soon as 'to life and staged a brief rally, scor• lished by.Miami University, Oxford,
·
final arrangements are completed. The team, according .to Moeller, is not ing 8 points in a minute and a half, Ohio, recently carried an account of twenty-five cents, .
The prize which is to be offered
to be picked before the season opens, but every aspirant will be given a but the gun sounded and Xavier one Jane Oliver, University of Texas has
.not yet l:Jeen determined. Nufair chance to make the squad.111
had one point enough to win.
student, who says that snake flesh merous suggestions have been passed
is rapidly taking· the place of pretzels upon, however a Chess outfit seems
* "' "' Xavier's handball· champions,
Jordan Stars·
· Charley Sweeney. and Matt •Brennan,
as the accompaniment to beer.
to be predominant. The prjze will
are playing in the local A. A. U. tournament and stand a good chance .of
Co-captain Kenny Jordan played
"Snake Snacks," as this new deli- be paid for with the money collected
winning. Sweeney won the handball championship of Xavier last year brilliantly in leading the Musketeers cacy jg called, is made from the as
fees.
·
,
and was awarded a beautiful trophy. Brennan is also an excellent player to victory, hitting four times from
and will hold his own with the best. If the two boys win their matches the field and the same number from
they will be sent to Columbus, O., in !\larch on Cincinnati's team to com· the foul line to garner 12 points.
pete ,for State honors. Best of luck to both of them,
Kenny broke up Wesleyan passes all
• • • • •
night besides putting his bunny shots '
Although no announcement has come from the Reds, we understand through the hoop. ·Johnny Wiethe
on good authority that Harry Rice, Joe Morrissey, and Tom Robello are also did a good job for the Musketo be sent to Toronto, of the International League, in exchange fot• Les teers, tossing in a valuable 8 points
Mallon, utility infielder. Wonder when the Cincinnati officials will verify to the Xavier cause.
1
the report?
But the Bishops had two fine play• • • • •
ers in Howard Stammler and Ernie
Jntramurals at Xavier have not received the support of tile student Talos, guards. The former dropped
body. This was evident in the poor attendance at the basketball games, four fielders through the nets and a when many teams would appear with three and four men, the others charity toss to score 9 points. ·Talas
forgetting that they were to play. The men in charge were not to blame, gave one of the best exhibitions of
but the whole explanation lies in the attitude of the students towards in- passing seen he1·e iri a long time.
·'
~tramural activities In general. A handball tournament will be held shortly Myron Prech,, forward, was adept at
.
-:and an indoor baseball league is being organized, It Is hoped that every the foul line 'putting 7 points to his
.
.
·.'.
student will participate in one or both of thelfe sports.
credit on. free shots.
It would be hard to give credit to
any one performer on Coach Clem
Crowe's team as the five were on the
ball throughout and played far better than in any previous game. Leo
Sack should be given credit for his
'Continued from Page 1)
aggressiveness; Russ Sweeney and
cial treaty with Great Britain pro- Hal Pennington for their tight deviding for greater put•chases of Brit- fensive work, and Jordan and Wiethe
ish goods by Russia. This is being for their offensive drive.,
considered as a threat to American
Third Defeat For Champs
To Interview Coach Clem export trade to Russia.
The victory marked the third time
that an Xavier basketball team· has
NICARAGUA·
Crowe Aml John Wietbe
Gen. Augusto Sandino, famous re- beaten the winner of the Buckeye
On Rmlio Station WFBE bel, bandit and patriot, was killed Conference championship. Back in
\Vhen fate hangs heavy over your head,
with his brother and two compan- 1928, the Musketeers defeated the
retain a cheerfui outlook with· a pipe of
University
of
Cincinnati,
29-25.
Last
ions by American trained national
A discussion on International
genial DRIGGS, There's not a bite in.a·
guardsmen, although he was prom- year, Wittenberg College, co-holders
Sports will be one of the many fea- ised safe conduct. Sandino signed a of the Buckeye title,, were walloped,
·bushel of. this aged-in~wood blend •.•• and
34-30,
and
now
Wesleyan
has
been
tures by Hal Pennington, director of peace pact with President Sacasa beaten. ·
It has a rare and spicy savor that will
the Sports Review, which is present- last year and· had been operatlnt a
The box score:
thrill your taste. You'll find BRIG(; S the.
ed every Thursday evening over co-operative farm near the Coco
XAVIERF.G;. F.T. T.P.
blend a feller; needs.
WFBE, in the Sinton St. Nicholas River. ·The government calls the Sack,
f. ........................ 1.
3
5
of the national guardsmen
Hotel, from 9:45-10 p. m., EST.
· action
O , 2
unconstitutional, and implied that Pennington, f. ............ 1
Hal, star full-back of the Football the killing of Sandino was the work Jordan, c. .................... 4
4· , 12
Wiethe, g . ................... : 3
2
8
Squad last season, and co-captain of of treacherous individuals.
Sweeney, g. ·
0
2
2
the Muskctee1·s Basketball team this
GREAT BRITAIN
year, has announced that within the
With customary Anglo-Norman
Totals
9 11
29
next few weeks he will have Cap- shrewdness, the British have made
WESLEYAN
.F.G.
F.T.
T.P.
tain John Wiethe and Coach Clem a movement regarding the Disarm· Turley, f. ...................... O
1
1
ament Conference by which they are Mewhort, f. .................. 1·
Crowe as his guest sport stars.
o 2
bound
to
come
out
ahead
in
one
way
Due to the immense ·increase of
fan mail at the studios to Hal from or another. They propose that the
1
3
Kentucky, Indiana and many towns four major powers hold an informal Talas, g. ............ ....... ..... 1
9
in Ohio - Hamilton, Middletown, conference to fix conditions under Stammler, g......... :....... 4.· 1
o·
Dayton, ck, Joseph Link, Jr., direc- which Germany could return to the Youett, c ...... ;................ O , O
tor of the Guest Artist Programs, has Disar1nament Conference. If it suc- Denny, f ........., ..,.......... O.
O
O
ceeds,
the
British
will
get
the
credit'.
granted the sports announcer more
· Totals
8 12 28
time on the Thursday evening pro- If it foils,' they can claim that they
did their best. Captain Anthony
grmns.
Referee-Harry ·Schwab.
Hal Pennington's rise in pop- Eden is now making a tour <if Eu·
Umpire-:M. Reddington.
O ~· Lotlllard.~o., Jn~,
ularity has increased considerably rope to gain the consent of the four
since he has been broadcasting and Powers.
1• •
numerous requests have been made
GERMANY
to Director Jos. Link .. asking that
The latest reports regarding GerHal be a guest artist on other radio
programs at different local Cincin- many suggest that Hitler's Nazis are
going
to ·abandon plans for the annati stations.
Audiences are permitted to witness nexation-of Austria and attempt in·
the WFBE . studios at any of the stead to regain some of Germany's
broadcasts on Thursday evenings. former colonies. A Viennese news·
Any Xavier students who play any paper stated that this .has been Ger·
Hundreds of teachers, students and-college graduates':will e~rn two hundred dollars
kind of musical instruments are urg- many's purpose alt along. ·The plan
or more this summer; ,SO. qAN YOU. Hundreds of others will secitre a better position .
ed to hand in thefr names to either is for other nations to return col·
and a larger salary-for next year. YOU CAN BE ONE.'.OF THEM.. Complete information
the Director of the program or the · onies to Germany in return for
Editor-in-Chief of the Xaverlan promises to keep hands off; of Aus·
arid helpfu!. suggestions will be mailed- i>n receipt of a three cent stamp. (Teacher&' address Dept; T. All, others ad~ess. Dept. S,)' · ... · .
_
NEWS. New talent is always wel- tria. But· one problem. that will be
come.
hard to solve is. what pledges ·Ger~
many could give to back promises
Students in an English class at not to' absorb Russia. - German of-·
Oklahoma A. & M. College are fined. flcials have received reports of a:
1.8~0 Dowmng _Street
· · ..
. Denver, Colorado
one cent every time they misspell a January surplus due to a decline of
-· ·· , .
. Covers . the ENTiRE-United States -.. · · . . .. ·
word. The fund derived ·from this exports and an increase of imports.
source is used to pay for an annual This is considered as a result of
. School 'IJ~cials! ':You•may wire us
vacancies at our expenR, if si>eed· is
banquet· for the class.-The Case Jewish· and labor. boycotts of ·aerYou .will. receive complete, f~ee c,onfi~ential. reports by air ma~ within 36 hours, , .- _. ·
Tech.
man goods. · ,
·

By Torn McDonortgli

• Slate T•it}e
WIll
·

will

... ..

ch e

Memhe·rQ .
Ba·tt.le.·For Prize
n . ourna:nierit

,,.Wtt.EN A F·EllER
N1:E.D5 A FRIEND"
.~~·~.

Hal Pennington The Inside Out
To Be Featured
In Sports Review
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A BETTER "POSITION
YOU CAN" GET IT ·
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Continental Teachers '\Agency, Inc. . ·. ·•
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~· .. MAIL· CONTRACT

•.. ~1JESTION

D~SCUSSED

The ROSTRUM, Sophomore de-.
'bating and oratorical guild, reassurn. ·ed its activities Wednesday· after• ·:rioon after a three weeks layoff. This
vacation· was ·due to ·the examlna·tlons and the recent Oratorical con·test. Incidentally, of the fi"'.e mem<bers chosen to represent. the guild
·in 'the preliminaries of the Orator. :lcals, four were finalists. Those four
:being Messrs. C. Blum, F: Schwab,
.J. Shaw and L. Flynn.
The question discussed · at the
ineet!ng was: Resolved that all Air
Mall contracts be held by the Gov.ernment. Th,e debate, presided over
by. Mr. James Shaw, the. president,
held as an open forum. After
a heated controversy the question

was

was decided negatively, Foremost
among the speakers were Messrs. J,
Nieman, F. Overbeck and F. Mezur.
The topic of ·the next discussion
has i:iot as yet. been decided. However the meeting will.take place on
Wednesday, March 7, in Room 32 of
the Library Building. It will be an
opt;n meeting ~nd the stu~ent body,.
if interested, is cordially invited to
attend.

Civil Engineer Students
Visit Seismograph Station

XAVIER SEISMOGRAPH
RECORDS EARTHQUAK
Father Victor Stechschulte, s. J.,

director of the Xavier University
'Seismograph station announced that
two earthquakes of note were recorded here during the past week.
On Saturday, February 24, a 'severe'
quake at a distance of approximately 800 miles occured at 1: 45 a. m.
Although the shock was severe, the
direction was undetermined.

"THE PRESBYTERIANS"

Twenty-two members of the Senior Class in Civil Engineering at the IS CONFERENCE TITLE
University of Cincinnati under the
direction of Professor Von Slichten,
"The Presbyterians" will be disof the Department of Geology, visit- cussed in the third Xavier Confered the Xavier University Seismo- ence of the present series on the hisgraph station last week.
torical ori~ins of Protestantism, next

PAGE FIVE

Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m., in Bellarmine Chapel on the Xavier University campus.
Rev. Claude J. Pernin, S. J., professor of English on the Xavier faculty, is conducting the series.
Rev. Alphonse L. Fisher, S. J., will
give the third lenten lecture in the
seriQS entitled "The Belief of Catholics" at St. Xavier Church Sunday
evening, 7: 30 p. m., on the subject
"The Altar of Sacrifice."
What's our next song going to be?
1930-"I found a Million Dollar
Baby."
1931-"l've Got Five Dollars."
1932-"Here It Is Monday and I've
Still. Got a Dollar."
1933-"Brother Can You Spare a
Dime?"
1934-? ?
-The Maroon.

GLEE CLUB PROGRAM
BROADCAST TONIGHT
The Xavier University Glee Club
will be presented over WSAI, The
Queen City Station of the Crosley
Radio Corporation, this evening at
7 o'clocJt.
According to the director, John
Castellini, the concert will be a halfhour in duration and 2 guest vocalists are to be presented during the
program.
Porgram:
Xavier for Aye
Song of Volga Boatman
Song of Jersey Roadmaker
My Lady Chloe
Softly the Shades of Even Fall
Winter Song
Xavier Chimes

•
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CENTER LEAVES FOR
I

L"!'.kyStrllce prwenra .
tho Jllctropolilan
Opara Co111pa11y

:··, . ,

i'· ,·

This picture tells better than words the
merit of your Lucky, Strike. Luckies
. use only the center leaves, Not t.he top
leaves, because those are under-devel·
oped~not ~ipe•.Not the bottom leaves,
because: tb.oilc are inferior in quality.;;_
they. grow close fo the ground and are
tough; 'c-Oarse and.always sandy. The
·center. leaves lire the mildest leaves, the

finest in quality, These center leaves.
are cut into long, even strands and are
fully packed into each and cvi::ry Lucky
-giving you a cigarette thnt is always
round, firm, completely filled-no loose.
ends, Is it any wonder tllat Luckies are
so truly mild· and smooth? And in
addition, you. know, "It's toastml "for throat protection, for finer taste.

Saturday at 1.~o r. "1.,
&11crn S111ndard Time, over
Reil unJ Dluo Nct,wrJI;• (Jr
NllC, J.11cky StrlL.o will
Lro111lcud thl'l l\lc!rnpolltan
Opcn1 Comtmny or New Yurk
1otlio complete Opt:rP, "Lucia

di Lnmmormoor"

NOT the top looves-lhey',. undtr·dcvclo~~~
--th•~

a,. '"'"'I

Always~tlu, Finest· 'fobacco
. ., ..": ~ ·, '
: ~

and rm/y the Center Leaves.

'he Cream of the Crop
"The mildest, smoothest tobacco"

,

NOT the bottom leaveo-IAcy'r• Inferior in
--:-gua/111-coan1 and alwn... sand) I
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ADSENUOE REl'ORTJNG
'l.'hc grcut .T111l11n Rnlph of the New York

S11n cumc to Syracuse to write n story of
tho corn dunce of the 01101Hln1:nu1. 'Yhcn
be rcnchcd the rcscr,·ntlon Ute dnnclng, tho
fcnstlng, the lucuutnllons, were nll over.
Unlph wrote n

tlcll~htrul

might bnYc tnlrnn })Ince.

story of whnt

l'robnbly better

written thnn If he luul hceu prese'nt nml so

hnmpcrc<l by Cncts.-"~111111111 li'ootc Scwnrd
in the Syrnc11sc (N. Y.. ) Ilcrnld.

War And StudentsThere is little, possibly nothing,
that can be said about war that is
not trite. To say that it is unprofitable, that its ends do not justify its
means, that it is disastrous is merely
to utter platitudes that have been
said and repeated after and before
every war. But the Jews in the New
Testament did not heed Christ's

words, and the people. in the Old
Testament would not listen to Noah's
prophecy. What followed their-folly is too well known to retell.
And now again, there are those
who predict disaster. They are not
preaching a new doctrine such as
Christ did, nor are they prophesying
the destruction of the world as a
punishment for sin. No, they are
not such formidable personages as
these, nor is their prediction of such
great moment. They are men, however, whose talents have lifted them
above the ordinary level of men,
and whose interest is the interest of
human kind. What they forsee is
war, and their efforts are made with
a view to avert it.
And since their efforts are being
extended in our behalf, they deserve
our unflinching support. After all,
what is there to gain by war? Who
is benefited by it? It is sometimes
falsely believed that the manufacturer profits by it, yet while his condition is much more preferable than
that of the soldier in the trenches by
whose sacrifice the manufacturer's
financial betterment is made possible, economists' charts and records
show that the war which wrought
wealth soon works havoc by being a
major factor in the depression or
even panic which has followed in
the wake of it.
War so abruptly skyrockets business and throws it so out of line
with its normal course, that when
its equally abrupt contraction occurs,
the greatest business minds in the
world cannot cope with it. At any
rate, this I believe, has been the case
in the past, and there is no ·reason
to believe that it will be otherwise
in the future.
Sound advice to student and to
men in general is to find a capable
leader and give that leader consistent and fearless support.
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tigatlng department of the H. O; L.
C. in Columbus.
Board Meets Next Monday
Six and. one tenth inches of snow
succeeded . in marooning fourteen
members of the Board.. of Governors
in.their homes-Monday night. In order that the business of the Association can go on, Dr. William J. Topmoeller, president, has called a special meeting for next Monday night
at 7:45 o'clock in the Alumni Office.

COPY
FROM THE

ALUMNI
OFFICE
Placement Bureau
Joseph F. McCarthy, chairman
the Alumni Placement Bureau, reports progress in the organization
plans. A small fund is being raised
to defray incidental expenses of publicizing and systematizing the Bureau. Contributors to the fund wm
be listed next week.

of

Spring Dinner
The committee for the annual
spring dinner of the Alumni Association will be appointed next week.
The affair· will take place probably
late in April. · _

Billy Frey .
Billy Kenneth Frey, six year old
son of John H. Frey, Class of 1918,
died at their residence, 1334 Her~
Old Catalogues
schel Avenue, last Saturday. BlesThe Alumni Office needs copies of sing and burial took place Monday.
the University catalogues for the
period 1905 to 1915. They contain
Good News
Reassuring news comes from the
valuable information about members
of the Association and are as scarce Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn., where
as "big time" opponents for the 1934 Stanley Bachmeyer, '08, recently ungrid schedule. Anyone having extra derwent a major operation. Mr.
copies please communicate with the
Alumni Secretary.

_U_ll_ -

Classllled Sectlon'-Lost
The Alumni Records show that the
following members of the Association have changed address recently
and cannot be located: Clarence H.
Barnes, Edward A. O'Connor, Cyril
Reinstatler, Albert P. Crone, Edwin
Boeh, Robert L. Steltenkamp, W. Irving Hart. Can you help tis? .
H •.O. L. C.
John B. Connaughton, Arts· '31,
Law '33, son of the late Judge John
B. Connaughton, '97,· is in the inves"

Bachmeyer's condition is satisfactory; the doctors say, and he is progreasing slowly toward recovery. ..
""'!!!.!"'!!!!!"'!!!!!"'!!!!!"'!!!!!"'!!!!!"'!!!!!!!!'!!!!"'!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!'!!!
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Never Before Publiahed
"THE LIFE OF OUR LORD"
-Tlie Story of le5us As
CHARLES DICKENS
wrote it for his children ·
. Appearing · In

mE CINCINNATI POST
PArkway .1111

The
Schultz Gosiger Co.
Photo Ensravtng

514 MAIN STREET
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WE WILL ALWAYS

''KEEP THE HOME FIRE BURNING"
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU.
PRICES REASONABLE, CUISINE EXCELLENT

JO·H N NY

..,_____. .

WALKER

----.-.Cl99C----------·

912 Avondale Avenue
~i.-cl49l.-.

You hear a lot today
about balanced diet•• and there's something too
in the waf tobaccos are. balanced that makes a cigarette
milder and makes it taste
better.
I keep coming back to
that statement on the back
·of the Chesterfield package_@ESTERFIELD .. ·
...@A RETIES
ARE A BALANCED BLEND
OF THE FINEST AROMATIC
TURKISH ·TOBACCO AND
THE CHOICEST OF SEVERAL
AMERICAN VARIETIES
BLENDEQ IN THE CORRECT
PROPORTION TO .BRING
OUT THE FINER QUALITIES
OF EACH TOBACCO.
RIG. U. a, PAT, 0,,,

w~ believe you'll enjoy
Chesterfields and we ask you _
to try them.

~the cigarette

.. , ' '·~··~ '
@ 1934, LIGGHTl" & MYHS TOBACCO Co,

\~' -

-J·l-. •11•

·thats MILDER·
. ;:;the'.'.cigarette:'.that ·TASTES BETTER

